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Abstract: English auctions become tremendously popular on the Internet today. This paper presents a new English auction 
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Furthermore, as compared with the pervious works, the proposed scheme has a better performance in terms of the 

computation and the size of bidding information.  
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1. Introduction 

Auctions have become tremendously popular over the 

Internet and many kinds of them are proposed 

continually in recent years. One of the most familiar 

types of auctions is English auction, in which every 

Bidder (Bi) incrementally raises the prices for the 

goods and all the bids are made public so that every Bi 

can easily obtain the current bid. Finally, the Bi who 

offers the highest price wins the goods. Nowadays, 

many English auction services are provided on the 

Internet, such as eBay, Christie’s live and Gavel.  

Nguyen and Traore [18] proposed an English auction 

scheme using group signature scheme [4]. They 

utilized the property of group signature that one of the 

members in the group can sign anonymously on behalf 

of the group and the group manager can identify the 

signer later. However, the English auction based on 

group signature requires a complicated signature 

generation and verification procedure. Moreover, the 

revocation of a Bi is also inefficient in their scheme. 

To obviate this disadvantage of the Nguyen-Traore 

scheme, Omote and Miyaji [19] proposed an efficient 

model of English auction by using bulletin board as a 

public communication channel. Their scheme consists 

of three kinds of roles: Auction Manager (AM), 

Registration Manager (RM) and a set of Bi’s and 

meantime achieves the following security and 

performance requirements of English auction: 

• Security Requirements: 

1. Anonymity: Nobody can identify the Bi from his 
bid information. 

2. Traceability:  A winner who has placed the Bid  

cannot deny it after the winner announcement. 
3. No framing: Nobody can impersonate a certain 
Bi. 

4. Unforgeability: Nobody can forge a bid with a 
valid signature. 

5. Fairness: All bids placed by the Bi’s should be 
fairly dealt with during the auction. 

6. Public verifiability: Anybody can verify bidding 
information and confirm the validity of the 
bidding information. 

7. Unlink ability among different rounds of auction: 
Nobody can link the same Bi’s bids among 
several auctions. 

8. Linkability in a Round of Auction: Anybody can 
link which and how many times of bids are 
placed by the same Bi in an auction. 

• Performance Requirements: 

1. Efficiency of Bidding: The computation and 
communication cost in both bidding and 
verifying a bid are practical. 

2. One-time registration: Any Bi can participate in 
many rounds of auction anonymously with a 
one-time registration. 

3. Easy revocation: The system can easily revoke a 
Bi. 

After that, many English auction protocols are 
proposed [5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23]. However, a 
secure channel and secret key databases are necessary 
in those schemes, which results in additional costs. 
Furthermore, once the secure channel or secret key 
databases are compromised, their schemes will be 
insecure. 
In this paper, we intend to propose a new English 

auction scheme based on the bilinear pairings. The 
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pairing was initially considered as a negative property 
on the design of elliptic curve cryptosystems, because 
it reduces the discrete logarithm problem on some 
elliptic curves (especially for super-singular curves) to 
the discrete logarithm problem in a finite field and 
such property diminishes the strength of super- 
singular curves in practice. However, after the 
subsequently successful designs of the tripartite key 
agreement protocol proposed by Joux [9] and the 
identity-based encryption scheme proposed by Boneh 
and Franklin [2], the pairing now becomes beneficial 
and favorable for the basis of modern cryptographic 
protocols or cryptosystems [3, 20, 22]. 
The proposed scheme can achieve all security and 

performance requirements of the English auction 
without any additional secure channel and secret key 
databases. Moreover, in the proposed scheme, the 
computation of bidding information is faster than 
previous works [6, 7, 14, 19] and the size of bidding 
information is only half of that produced by them. 
Hence, the proposed scheme is more applicable to be 
realized in the online auction environment. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In next 

section, we proposed an online English auction scheme. 
In section 3, we will make some security and 
performance analyses of the proposed scheme. Finally, 
the conclusions are given in section 4. 

2. Proposed Scheme 

Our English auction scheme consists of three kinds of 
roles: AM, RM and a set of Bi’s. We assume that there 
are no secure channels among the participants. That is, 
all communication can be done in the public channels. 
The services provided by RM are: 

1. System Initialization. 
2. Bi’s Registration. 
3. Round Key Generation in each Round of Auction. 
4. Winner Announcement. 
5. Maintain a Public Bulletin Board (RM_BB) and a 
database (RM_DB).  

AM is responsible for: Start a new auction; auction key 
generation in each round of auction; winner 
announcement and maintain a public bulletin board 
(AM_BB), a Bidding board (BID_BB), and a database 
(AM_DB). 

It should be noticed that if AM and RM collude with 

each other, they can identify any Bi during the auctions. 

We assume that AM and RM work independently 

without conspiracy in this paper. In the following, we 

first summarize defined functions to facilitate the 

description of the proposed scheme. 

• Round Key (Yi, xRM, j; RKi,j): It is a round key 

generation function. On input a temporary secret 

key xRM, j of RM in the j
th
 auction and a Bi’s public 

key Yi, output the Bi’s round key RKi, j in the j
th
 

auction as: 

                     RKi, j = kRM, i, jYi            

Where, the session key kRM, i, j between Bi and RM is 

computed as: 

                   kRM, i, j = H2(xRM, jYi)             

• Auction Key (RKi, j, xAM, j; AKi, j): It is an auction key 

generation function. On input a temporary secret 

key xAM, j of AM in the j
th
 auction and Bi’s round key 

RKi, j output an auction key as: 

AKi, j = kAM, i, j RKi, j             (3) 

Where, the session key kAM, i, j between Bi and AM is 

computed as: 

kAM, i, j = H2(xAM, j RKi, j)              (4) 

• Witness (AIDj, pricei, j, kRM, i, j, kAM, i, j,xi; BWi, j): It is a 

bid witness generation function. On input an auction 

identity AIDj, the Bidding price pricei, j, two session 

keys kRM, i, j and kAM, i, j and a Bi’s private key xi, 

output the witness of pricei, j for Bi in the j
th
 auction 

as: 

BWi, j = (kRM, i, jkAM, i, j xi)H1(AIDj || pricei, j)     (5) 

• BidVerify (BIDi,j, AKi,j, Boolean): It is a bid 

verification function. On input the Bidding 

information BIDi, j and an auction key AKi, j, output 

True if : 

e (BWi, j, Q ) = e (z, AK i, j )           (6) 

Where,  

z = H1 (AID j || price I, j)            (7) 
 

The proposed scheme consists of six stages: System 
initialization, key generation, Bi registration, auction 
setup, bidding and winner announcement. We illustrate 
the bidding procedure in Figure 1 and detail each stage 
as follows: 

• System Initialization Stage: The system selects two 

groups (G1, +) and (G2, ×) of the same prime order q. 

Let Q be a generator of order q over G1, e: G1×G1 → 

G2 be a bilinear pairing and H1: {0, 1}*→ G1 and H2: 

G1→ *
qZ be collision resistant hash functions [13]. 

The system then publishes system parameters {G1, 

G2, q, e, Q, H1, H2}. 

• Key Generation Stage: The Bi chooses a private key 

xi∈Zq and computes the corresponding public key Yi 

= xiQ. 

• Bi Registration Stage: The Bi runs the following 

protocol interactively with RM to earn a legal 

auction membership: 

1. Bi computes the authenticator Si as:  

Si = xiH1 (IDi)                (8) 

Where, IDi is Bi’s identity. After that Bi sends {IDi, Si} 
to RM. 

2. RM checks whether: 

e(Yi, H1(IDi)) = e(Si, Q)            (9) (1) 

(2) 
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If it holds, RM declares that Bi is a legal Bi. Otherwise, 

RM rejects the registration of Bi. 

3. RM publishes {IDi, Yi} on the RM_BB. 

• Auction Setup Stage: Let Gj = {B1, B2, ..., Bn} be the 
subset of Bi’s invited to join the j

th
 auction 

associated with the identity AIDj. First of all, RM 
generates the round keys RKi, j’s as follows:  

1. Randomly determine a temporary key pair (xRM, j, 

YRM, j), where xRM, j ∈Zq and.  

  YRM, j = xRM, jQ             (10) 

2. Compute the set of round keys, denoted by 

RKSETj={RK1, j, RK2, j, …, RKn, j}, where RKi, j= 

RoundKey(Yi, xRM, j). 

3. Compute an index key si, j for each RKi, j∈RKSETj, 

where: 

si, j = xRM, jRKi, j             (11) 

4. Store all (si, j, Yi)’s to RM_DB and shuffle the 

order of round keys in RKSETj, then publish 

RKSETj on RM_BB. 

After the round keys generation, AM randomly selects 
a temporary key pair (xAM, j, YAM, j), where xAM, j ∈ Zq and.  

           YAM, j = xAM, jQ                  (12) 

Next, AM obtains RKSETj from RM_BB and computes the 
set of auction keys, denoted by AKSETj={AK1, j, AK2, j, …, 

AKn, j}, where AKi, j=AuctionKey(RKi, j, xAM, j). Afterward, AM 
computes an index key di, j for each AKi, j∈AKSETj, where. 

di, j = xAM, j AKi, j             (13) 

Finally, AM stores all (di, j, RKi, j)’s to AM_DB, shuffles the 
order of auction keys in AKSETj and publishes AKSETj on 
AM_BB.  

• Bidding Stage: To join the j
th
 auction, a Bi first 

obtains the session keys (kRM, i, j, kAM, i, j) by 

computing:  

          kRM, i, j = H2(xiYRM, j)          (14) 

kAM, i, j = H2((kRM, i, j xi)YAM, j)        (15) 

Then, Bi computes the round key and auction key pair 

(RKi, j, AKi, j) as: 

    RKi, j = kRM, i, jYi,                  (16) 

AKi, j = kAM, i, j RKi,              (17) 

Afterwards, Bi searches AKi, j from AM_BB. If AKi, j 

exists, Bi is a qualified Bi and he can get an index 

value of AKi, j, denoted by indi, j. Otherwise, she/he has 

been excluded from the auction. If Bi is a qualified Bi, 

she/he can determine the bidding price pricei, j and 

sends his Bidding information BIDi, j = (AIDj, pricei, j, 

BWi, j) along with indi, j to BID_BB, where BWi, j is the 

witness of pricei, j for Bi in the j
th
 auction and BWi, j = 

Witness (AIDj, pricei, j, kRM, i, j, kAM, i, j, xi). It is should be 

noticed that everyone can verify the validity of BIDi, j 

by checking Bid Verify (BIDi, j, AKi, j). If it returns 

True, BIDi, j is a valid bid. 

• Winner Announcement Stage: Suppose that BIDi, j is 
the authentic highest bid at the end of auction. AM 
and RM runs the following protocol to announce the 
auction winner: 

1. AM first obtains AKi, j from AM_BB by using indi,j 

and then searches RKi, j from AM_DB by using 

index key di, j, where:  

     di, j = xAM, j AKi, j            (18) 

2. AM Computes:  

kAM, i, j = H2(xAM, j RKi, j)           (19) 

 Sends {AKi, j, kAM, i, j} to RM and announces {AKi, j, 

kAM, i, j} on BID_BB. 

3. RM Computes the Index Key: 

 si, j = xRM, j RKi, j           (20) 

 and searches Yi from RM_DB by using index key 

si, j, where: 

     
-1

AM,i, j i, j
i, j

RK = k AK           (21) 

If it is found, RM proceeds to next step. Otherwise, 
RM terminates the winner announcement. 

4. RM Computes:  

 kRM, i, j = H2(xRM, jYi)             (22) 

and publishes {RKi, j, kRM, i, j} on BID_BB. After 

the winner announcement, anyone can check 

whether 1

, , , ,i j AM i j i jRK k AK−= . If the equality holds, 

the winner’s public key can be computed as 
-1

Y = k RK
i RM,i, j i, j

. After that, the winner’s identity 

can be obtained by searching Yi from RM_BB.  
In the following, we show that the proposed 

scheme works correctly.  

If Si is a valid authenticator of Bi, it will satisfy 

Equation 9 from the left-hand side of Equation 9, 

we have: 

e(Yi, H1(IDi)) = e(xiQ, H1(IDi)) 

  = e(Q, xiH1(IDi)) 

  = e(Q, Si) (by Equation 8) 

  = e(Si, Q) 

Which leads to the right-hand side of Equation 9. 

If BIDi, j is a valid bid generated by Bi, bid verify 

(BIDi, j, AKi, j) will return True. From the left-hand side 

of Equation 6, we have: 

e(BWi, j, Q) = e(kRM, i, j kAM, i, j xi)H1(AIDj || pricei, j), Q)         

 = e(H1(AIDj || pricei, j), (kRM, i, j kAM, i, j xi)Q) 

 = e(H1(AIDj || pricei, j), (kRM, i, j kAM, i, j)Yi) 

 = e(H1(AIDj || pricei, j),(kAM, i, j RKi, j)) 

      

 = e(H1(AIDj || pricei, j), AKi, j)    

  = e(z, AKi, j) 

Which leads to the right-hand side of Equation 6. 

(by Equation 15) 

(by Equation 16) 

(by Equation 17) 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the budding procedure. 

3. Security and Performance 

In this section, we will show that the proposed scheme 

is secure against malicious adversaries and has a better 

performance than previous works. 

3.1. Security Analysis 

The security of the proposed scheme is based on the 

Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP), 

Bilinear Pairing Inversion Problem (BPIP) [22] and the 

One-Way Hash Function (OWHF) assumptions: 
 

• ECDLP: Let E be an elliptic curve over GF (p), P∈E a 

base point of order q and Y a point in E, where p is a 

large prime. Given Y, it is computationally 

infeasible to determine the integer x, 0≤ x≤ q−1, such 

that Y=xP. 

• OWHF: A secure OWHF h operates on an arbitrary 

length input x and outputs a fixed length y=h(x) 

such that: Given x, it is easy to compute y=h(x), 

Given y, it is computationally infeasible to derive x 

satisfying that y=h(x) and It is computationally 

infeasible to find two distinct integers x and x' 

fulfilling that h(x)=h (x'). 

• BPIP [24]: Let G1 be a subgroup of points on an 

elliptic curve over a finite field and G2 a subgroup 

of the multiplicative group of a related finite field. 

Given Q∈G1 and e(P, Q)∈G2 it is computationally 

infeasible to determine P∈G1. 

We demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves 

all security requirements of online English auction 

scheme as follows: 

• Anonymity: The adversary can identify the Bi if he 

is capable of deriving Bi’s public key from the 

bidding information. One possible way is first to 

compute
jijiAMji AKkRK ,

1
,,,

−=  and then obtain Bi’s 

public key as
1

, , ,i RM i j i jY k RK
−

= . However, in our scheme, 

if Bi is not the final winner, AM and RM will not 

publish the values of kAM, i, j and kRM, i, j in the end of 

the auction. Thus, the adversary cannot reveal the 

identity of Bi successfully.  

• Traceability: In the winner announcement stage, AM 

and RM publish {AKi, j, kAM, i, j} and {RKi,j, kRM, i, j}, 

respectively. With {AKi, j, kAM, i, j, RKi, j, kRM, i, j}, 

everyone can derive the winner’s public key as 
1 1

Y k k AKi RM ,i , j AM ,i , j i , j
− −

= and then check its validity 

from RM_BB.  

• No Framing and Unforgeability: If the adversary 

has the ability to generate a valid *
BWi , j

 for a new 

price 
*

pricei , j , he can impersonate or frame Bi during 

the auction. In order to generate a valid ,
*

BWi , j the 

adversary has two approaches. One is that he 

collects the value of {kRM, i, j, kAM, i, j, xi} and then 

computes ( ) ( ).
* *

BW k k x H AID || pricei , j RM ,i , j AM ,i , j i 1 j i , j=   

However, he will face the intractability of ECDLP 

to derive xi from Yi, kAM, i, j from Equation 3 and kRM, i, 

j from Equation 16. The other is that the adversary 

attempts to find a 
*

BW
i , j  satisfying that 

( ) ( )
*

e BW , Q = e α, A Ki, j i, j
where ( )

*
H A ID || price1 j i , j .α =  

Unfortunately, he will encounter the difficulty of 

BPIP and fail to make it. 

• Fairness: Since, all bidding information is posted 
on BID_BB by the Bi himself, all bids can be dealt 
with in a fair way. 

• Public Verifiability: Seeing that all information of 
Bidding and the winner announcement is posted on 
BID_BB, everyone can verify the correctness of 
winner announcement and the validity of bids with 
the bid verify function. 

• Unlinkability among Different Auctions: In different 
auctions, AM and RM also chooses different 
temporary secret keys to generate round keys and 
auction keys, respectively. Therefore, nobody can 
link the same Bi’s Bids among different auctions. 

• Linkability in an Auction: For that the Bi uses the 
same auction key to place bids in an auction, 
everyone knows which bids are placed by the same 
Bi and how many times of bids are placed by the 
same Bi in an auction. 

3.2. Performance Evaluation 

In this subsection, we show that the proposed scheme 
achieves performance requirements of the online 
English auction scheme. 

• One-time Registration: because our scheme fulfills 
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the security requirements of anonymity and 
unlinkability among different auctions, all Bi’s can 
participate in plural rounds of auction anonymously 
with one-time registration, even though the winner’s 
identity will be published in the end of bidding. 

• Easy Revocation: when RM wants to revoke a Bi, he 
can simply delete the Bi’s public key and round key 
from RM_BB. 

• Efficiency of Bidding: in a live English auction, the 
computation and the communicational costs for 
placing a bid are the most important issues. The Bi’s 
repeatedly make bids against competing Bi’s on the 
Internet in real time if someone has out bid him. 
Consequently, the efficiency evaluation will 
primarily focus on the comparisons of computation 
and communication costs. We first define some 
used notations. Let TE be the time for computing 
modular exponentiation, TM be the time for 
computing modular multiplication, TECM be the time 
for computing point multiplication in an elliptic 
curve and TB be the time for computing the bilinear 
pairing. It should be noted that TECM can be expected 
to be about 8 times faster than TE [10, 12], and the 
computation of TB is getting more efficient 
nowadays [1, 8, 11]. We compare the proposed 
scheme with some previous works including the 
Omote and Miyaji (OM for short) [19], Lee et al. 
(LKM for short) [14], Chen’s et al. (Ch for short) 
and (CHL for short) schemes [6, 7]. Detailed 
comparisons in terms of the computation and the 
communicational costs are listed in Table 1. The 
comparison of functionalities is made in Table 2. 
From these comparisons, we conclude that our 
scheme provides better efficiency and 
functionalities.  

Table 1. Comparison of efficiency. 

Schemes Item 
OM LKM Ch CHL Ours 

Computation Cost in Bidding 

Stage 

Bidding 2TE 3TE 
3TECM 
+ 6TM 

3TE + 

6TM 
TECM 

Verification 2TE 2TE 2TECM 
2TE + 

TM 
2TB 

Communication Cost
 *1 Placing a 

Bid 

520 

Bits 

520 

Bits 

520 

Bits 

2248 

Bits 

221 Bits
 

*2 

*1: Suppose that the sizes of p, q, indi, j, and pricei, j are 1024, 160, 

20 and 40 Bits, respectively. Also, a collision-resistant 

cryptographic hash function, e.g., SHA-1 is adopted. 

*2: Use point compression technique [9]. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of functionalities. 

                      Schemes 

Functionalities 
OM LKM Ch CHL Ours 

All Requirements of English Auction × √ √ √ √ 

Without non-Repudiation Protocols × √ √ √ √ 

Without Secure Channels √ × × × √ 

Without Secure Databases √ × × × √ 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient English 

auction scheme achieving all the performance 

requirements of English auction without additional 

secure channel. Moreover, as compared with previous 

works, the proposed scheme has better efficiency and 

functionalities. Hence, the proposed scheme is suitable 

for realization in online bidding environments. In the 

future research, we will try to combine our scheme 

with key-insulated system to mitigate the impact of key 

compromise and further provide provable security. 
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